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Abs t rac t 

This paper attempts to explain the key feature of deterministic chaotic classical sys
tems and how they can be translated to quantum systems. To do so we develop the 
appropriate algebraic language for the non-specialist. 
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1 Introduction 
Classical ergodic theory has provided us with beautiful models, the A'-systems, which 
show how random elements can result from a deterministic time evolution [1-5]. However, 
the deeper roots of statistical mechanics are in the atomistic domain which is governed 
by quantum mechanics [6]. Thus to make contact with physics one has to widen the 
conceptual framework so that it also includes the noncommutative algebras [7] which 
represent the quantum mechanical observables. In this paper we shall try to explain how 
this can be done and how one can classify the chaotic properties of quantum systems. Since 
finite quantum systems are quasiperiodic they do not show any convergence to equilibrium 
but are at best ergodic, we have to deal in quantum theory with a thermodynamic limit. 
There we shall find the analogue to the classical A'-systems and the same kind of random 
features [8-10]. 

1.1 Mixing of a Viscous Fluid 
To illustrate the essential features of a dynamical system with deterministic and reversible 
time evolution showing nevertheless an increase of disorder in the limit of sufficiently long 
times, we consider first the classical case of stirring repeatedly an (extremely viscous) fluid 
in a closed container. As internal friction stops immediately any incrtial motion in this 
situation, the (stepwise) time evolution of the fluid particles can be described by the 
iteration of a given invertible map of the configuration space (which is the interior of 
the container) onto itself. For an incompressible fluid, the map should preserve the local 
volume element. To study the effect of mixing, we must distinguish different regions of 
the fluid by adding a (small, but finite) quantity of "indicator", e.g. a tiny drop of dye. 
The actual state of the fluid can be described by a (normalized) concentration function 
p(X) of the dye on the configuration space A. A is a compact subset of R n with nonvoid 
open interior; the spatial dimension n g N should remain arbitrary. "Normalized" means 
/ A p(X)dp(X) = 1 where dp(X) is the '"ordinary" volume element in R n . The fraction of dye 
molecules in an open region T (with respect to their total number in A) is then given by 
the "expectation" value fA \r(X)p(X)dfi(X) = fr p(X)dp(X) of the observable Xr{X) which 
is simply the characteristic function of I\ This means xr(A) = 1 if A € T, *r(A) = 0 if 
A ^ F. The (physically plausible) restriction to states given by concentration functions 
p(X) means that we are not able to detect whether a set of volume zero (for example 
the points -- molecules along a boundary) has been removed from or added to the fluid. 
Such a set has always vanishing volume and cannot contain a nonzero fraction of the 
total number of "dye" molecules which stem from an "open" drop with strictly positive 
measure. The observable \f{ X) is a yes-no experiment, because it can only be true, i.e. = 
1. or false, i.e. = 0. As 0 and 1 are the only numbers with z% — z. we can express the yes-
no-character of \r by the algebraic "projector" property xl ~ Xr in th? set of complex 
functions. In the noncommutative quantum case the reality of an observable does not 
follow from the relation P2 = P, only the additional assumption P = P* (corresponding 
to orthogonal projections) will yield yes-no-experiments. 

The set of observables {*rl' coincides with an open subset of A up to a set of 



measure zero} has the algebraic properly that the product of two projector functions 
(\r , • Xr,)(A) := Xr,(^) • \ r 2 ( ^ ) is the projector \T,nr,(^) o n t ° the intersection of the 
two open sets. \r ,urj c a " a ' s ° be expressed algebraically, namely as \rt + \r7 — Xri " Xr2-
This algebraic structure is in accordance with the logic of classical measurements because 
P, fl r^ means a logical "and" whereas F, U Tj corresponds to the logical "or" in the set 
of elementary yes-no observables. 

If V is a collection of essentially open subsets of A cortainiug also the intersection of 
all pairs of its elements, th;* set 

M?) = f l > \ r j > € N , c t f C , r t G V) 
k=\ 

of observable functions is a "-algebra because it allows complex conjugation, finite linear 
combinations and the formation of products. If A € "P, then Av(V) has a unit element 
1 = \ A . For a more detailed discussion of observables, states and their time evolution we 
choose an explicit example, namely 

1.2 The Baker Transformation: Kneading the Surface of a 
Doughnut 

A (unbaked) dough is an extremely viscous fluid which often does not need a container 
to keep its external shape. We therefore consider the kneading of a thin, square sheet of 
dough; to get rid of boundary effects, we will identify opposite points on the circumference. 
It is not possible to embed the resulting toroidal dough manifold (which is topologically 
equivalent to the surface of a doughnut, but flat in its internal geometry) in R 3 without 
deforming the volume element df. Although this embedding would be possible in someR" 
(with sufficiently large n), we choose, as configuration space A, the compact quotient space 
T2 « R 2 / Z 2 = \(x,y) 6 [0,1) x [0,1)} of the euclidean plane. The baker transformation 

B.r-+T\ (:r, j,) 
( 2 x , | ) V 0 < . r < ^ , 0 < y < 1 

( 2 x - l , ^ ~ ) v i < x < l , 0 < y < 1 

corresponds to the stretching of the dough in j-direction by a factor 2 (due to incompress-
ibility, it will simultaneously shrink in the {/-direction by the same factor) and cutting 
it in two congruent rectangular pieces of length one. The right piece is finally put above 
the left one and opposite points are again identified, so that the shape and topology of 
the configuration space remains invariant. The inverse transformation 

(~^y) V 0 < x < 1, 0<y<1-

{x-j-:iv-\) V 0 < x < i , ^ < v < i 
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is given by the "orthogonal" procedure of stretching in the y-direction and cutting paral-
lelly to the x-axis. To get an idea how a state *>„ (defined by a "normalized" concentration 
function p : A —» R + , / A p(X)dfi(X) = 1 of e.g. salt on the surface) will be "mixed through" 
in the course of time, *e start with a p(X) = conM-xr(^) concentrated in a "small" local
ized open region T with diameter < 1. Under the repeated action of the "kneading", i.e. 
by the n-th iterate Bn of the b iker transform B, T expands (exponentially) in x-direction 
and is simultaneously contracted (exponentially) along the y-axis. Finally it wili form a 
system of narrow rings in x-direction around the torus with (exponentially) increasing 
number and (exponentially) small separation, which fills the whole configuration space in 
a quasihomogencous manner. In spite of this (exponentially) fast spreading of the "salted 
region" Bn(r), over the surface of the doughnut, the baker can concentrate all salt again 
by starting to knead in the orthogonal direction (given by B~l). If he stops exactly after 
n "inverse" steps, the salt is again concentrated in B~n(Bn(T)) = T and can be easily 
removed from this small localized region. But if he doesn't take care and forgets to stop 
in time, the salted region T becomes wrapped around the torus in the y-direction by the 
inverse kneading process! Thus mixing occurs in time-reversible situations asymptotically 
for both directions n —• ±oo in time! 

The example of the spreading "salted"' set T shows how a time evolution a' can 
be defined for all states up specified by a density function p : a*u)p = u>a-p with 
a'p{X) := p(B~}(X)). Up = const-\r then omp(X) = const-xr(B-l(X)) = const-X5(r)(A). 
For reasons of simplicity and convention we use the same symbol a* for the evolution 
of the state up (which is a functional on the set of obse/vable functions) and the corre
sponding density functions p : A —* R + . Sometimes it is more convenient to go from the 
"Schrödinger picture" defined above (wh< re the time evolution affects only the states u)p 

of the dough) to the equivalent "Heisenberg picture" with time-independent states u)p and 
a temporal development xr —* <*Xr in the set of obscrvables. The physical equivalence of 
the two pictures requires that in both cases we get the same predictions for the outcome 
of measurements, i.e. the same expectation values of all observables. This property is 
guaranteed by the definition axr(A) = Xr(B(X)) = X s - ^ n ^ ) , because the invariance of 
the volume element dfi(X) = d^i{B{X)) allows a change of the integration variables: 

<*"«,(xr) = /xr(A)/>(ß-'(A))rf/i(A) = J xr{B(X))p(X)d^(X) = up(aXr)-

The "Schrödinger" time evolution a' in the set of states is therefore the dual transfor
mation of the "Heisenberg" time development a on the set of observables, justifying the 
previous notation. 

To study the asymptotic behaviour of observables and states when discrete time goes 
to infinity, we have to specify the '-algebra AQ(P) characterized by a class V of set» which 
generate "linearly" (i.e. by unions) all regions on which the measurements can "project". 
As the baker transformation B should create a time automorphism of AQ{V), B~x and 
B must leave the class V invariant because o\p = Xr ° B — X B - ' ( 0 for ail r 6 V, the 
analogous relation holding for a - 1 . Therefore we choose V = S where S is given by al! 
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finite intersections of "stripe sets" 5,,* C T2 wi»h i € Z and k € {0,1} defined as 

*'o.o = { ( x , » ) € 7 ' ' | 0 < x < i } 

>'.,* = lT(So,k) V / € Z \ { 0 } , f c € { 0 , l } . 

As 5 is measure preserving , the volume / vs, »(A)<//i(A) of every stripe set equals 1/2. 
Given an index set / with n(I) (pairwise different) elements of integers, the volume of 
T[ := Dig/ Sij, is reduced by a factor 1/2 if T; is intersected with a stripe set Sy.t, j £ I. 
Therefore the volume of T/ itself equals 2~"' ;'. 

By construction, S is invariant under both B and B~l and contains all squares from 
''chessboard lattices" on the torus with lattice constant 2~ n , n € N. Finite unions of such 
squares will allow to approximate all "decent" subsets of the torus (e.g. all open ones) in 
the sense that the "volume" (which is the area in our case) of the difference set tends to 
zero. This means that the corresponding observables (i.e. the characteristic functions on 
the given sets), will converge "in the mean", i.e. for all averages given by states u>p where 
p is an integrable density. Enlarging AQ{S) by all these "vcak" limit points, we get the 
function space L 0 o (7 1 2 ) consisting of those functions which are "essentially" bounded (i.e. 
bounded or» every set A' C T2 for which the '"volume" 7"2\A' is zero). L°°(T2) is a so-called 
C*-algebra, i.e. a ""-algebra of complex functions with a norm (which, in our case, is given 
by the "essentia! supremum" where sets of volume zero can be neglected). This norm 
fulfills \\a'a\\ = \\a\\2 for all elements a € L°°{T2) and is complete in this norm (i.e. all 
Cauchy sequences have a limit point). The closure of Ao(S) in this norm, A(S), is a strict 
subalgebra of L^CT2), and contains only projections on sets which are finite unions of 
elements 6 5 . ](A € L°°(T2), the projection on the triangle A = {(x,y) 6 T2\0 < x < y) 
is therefore not contained in .4(5), although \ a is the supremum of a monotonically 
increasing sequence of projections all contained in A(S). The C'-algebra L^CT2) has the 
additional property that, in contrast to A(S), all monotonically increasing sequences of 
projections admit a supremum in L°°(T2). Such a C*-algebra is called > von Neumann 
algebra and it can always be represented as an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space 
closed in the weak topology which is given by expectation values with respec*. to the 
"state vectors" in this Hubert space. In the sequel, we will omit the "generating" class S 
in the notation for A(S) and write simply A for the minimal C-algebra of observables 
on the surface of the doughnut. 

To study the limiting behaviour of states u>P and observables \p when (discrete) 
time tends to infinity, we can assume that Ihr density p is constant on the squares of a 
sufficiently fine chessboard lattice with lattice constant 2~ n . By linearity, it is enough to 
consider a (normalized) p concentrated on a small lattice square T, p = 22n • x?. After TO 
time steps, m>n, the transformed density (a'm)p = 22n • \B-(r) »s only a function of y 
taking the values 0 and 2 2 n , and has a period of 2 _ , > , p = m-n. The integral of amp over 
a single horizontal stripe of vertical width 2~p in a stripe set 5y>, p > 0, yields therefore 
2~p and the expectation value f(a*)mp(\)xr'(tydp-{k) becomes equal to / Yr<(A)(f/i(A) 
if V is a set from another chessboard lattice with lattice constant 2"p' and p' < p. As 
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A>(£) is linearly generattd by ait \ r . of this type we conclude that (o")" 1 ^ approaches 
weakly the equilibrium state u/° = -.'yi with p° — \j2 = 1 so that 

lim (o*)*Wa) = u;0(<i) 
ft—*ioo 

for all a £ A and all u/p with p € /-'(T 2). The generalization to TJ —• -oo is obvious. This 
property is equivalent to the weak convergence a"a —- uP(a) - 1. defined as 

limu;p(anfl) = u>°(a) u-v(l) V/>. 

For n —* oo this is exactly the behaviour we will expect from a many particle system 
approaching thermal equilibrium. 

Our example shows that even a completely reversible system, where both time direc
tions are equivalent, can have this property. 

The weak ronvergence of ana can be generalized by linearity to 6 that are not neces
sarily > 0 and normalized, so that 

lim u°{ana • b) = u°(a)*}°(b) Va,b£A. 
n-»±oo 

1.3 From Doughnuts to Magnets: the Baker Transformation 
as a Translation on a One-Dimensional Ising-Lattice 

We have chosen the C*-algebra of observables A for the kneading process of the doughnut 
as the closure (with respect to almost uniform convergence on T2) of a *-algebra Ao(S). 
Ao{S) consists of (finite) sums over (finite) products of "stripe" observables 

a.(A) = a|0 ) • X S t 0 + a!'» • X S l . , 

specified by i 6 Z and a pair (a- , a, ) of complex numbers. The characteristic functions 
Xr have the (algebraic) "projector" property xf = \r and, in addition, fulfil the relation 
Xr, • Xr, = 0 if r I and Tj are "essentially" disjoint. Therefore 

and the algebraic properties of the function «<(A) are represented in a natural way by the 
diagonal matrix 

/ a !" 0 ^ 

If aj 0 ' = a, = 1, (ti is the unit matrix and a,(X) equals \Tt, the unity in Ao(S). By 
construction, S is invariant under B and B~l so that we can define a "-automorphism a 
of Ao{S) by 

a*5,, := Xs,.» o B = XB-ns,,k) = Ys,.,.* 
and an (algebraic) extension on the whole of AQ(S). 
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Ao(S) is therefore (algebraically) isomorphic to the incomplete tensor product 
spanned by finite linear combinations of ® i e z a i - where (a,), ez ' s * sequence of com
plex diagonal 2 x 2-matrices with only a finite number of elements different from the 
identity 

The C*-algebra A, which is the completion of ,4o(«S) in the norm given by uniform 
convergence of functions almost everywhere on T2 (excluding sets of volume zero) can 
therefore be written as an infinite tensor product A = <8>,ez Df where D? = D7 is the 
C"-algebra of diagonal comples 2 x 2 matrices, 

D* = \{(a^ + 6<°>) . i 2 + (a'°> - 6<°>) • a,)). 

(The countably infinite tensor product of C-algebras is defined as the norm closure of 
the linear space generated by products ® , e z a< where only a finite number of factors is 
different from 1,.) If Sz (or 5 y ) is the collection of the "vertical" stripes 5 , f c , t < 0 (or 
the "horizontal" stripes 5"^, i > 0) \vr denote the norm closures of .4o(<Sr) (or AQ(SV)) 
by Ax (or Ay). The elements of A£ resp. Ay are functions on T 2 which depend only on 
the coordinate x resp. y being constant in the orthogonal direction. It is obvious that 

Ax= <g) D] and Ay= ® D'f, 
ieZ,i<o i62.i>o 

A = <8>ieZ D2

t being thus equal to AX®AV. The time automorpliism a given by the action 
of the baker transformation can be written as 

"(0«.) = 0/'.-''. = a.-+i, 
ieZ .eZ 

on the set of products with only a finite number of sectors different from 1;. By al
gebraic extension and formation of limits, a can be extended to an automorphism of 
A = ® i e z DJ- It corresponds to a left shift on the orie-dimpnsional lattice Z of commu
tative Ising-type observables which are algebraically isomorphic to the functions on the 
surface of the doughnut. Obviously, Az Cv 1 is a subalgebra invariant under a whereas 
1 ® Ay does not have this property! 

How can a state u>„ given by a density function p € / , ' (T 2 ) be expressed in the 
discrete Ising picture? Every (normalized) density function can be approximated by a 
convex linear combination of (normalized) densities constant on a finite intersection of 
"stripes". We will therefore restrict the discussion to densities proportional to a projec
tion pl = ® , € 2 p ' , where p\ is a one-dimensional diagonal projector only for t from a 
(finite) index set / with n(l) elements, all other factors p\ being equal to 1,. The integral 
over such a projector function pr on the torus T2 equals 2 " n < / ) : For the projector on an 
elementary stripe set this integral is 1/2 and every multiplication with a projector on 
another elementary stripe set (with different index i) reduces the volume of the inter
section by an factor 1/2, 2" ' 'V / ' s therefore a correctly normalized density function. As 
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integration is a linear functional over A^'S) and multiplicative on the product p' of stripe 
projections, it will be multiplicative on every product vector ®, € z a< in AQ(S). For such 
product functions the integral equals I~I,€z( j Tr a,), where the factor 1/2 stems from the 
integral over an elementary stripe projector and Tr means the trace of the (diagonal) 
2 x 2 matrix (i.e., the sum over the diagonal elements). The integral of an observable 
over the torus T7 (which corresponds to the expectation value in the state uy> given by 
the (normalized) equilibrium density p°{\) = 1) can therefore be expressed, in the Ising 
picture of the doughnut, by a product state 

J» = ® « ? f *? = ( J f °/2 ) v i € Z over A = ®Dl 

From the action on product vectors ® l € z «n namely, 

-•°(<gK) = II T r l<A) 
•eZ >eZ 

(where w°ai means the matrix product) w'° can be extended linearly to the whole of A. 
The normalized density function pl = 2n*'' • ®. €zPi (w'*h pl being a one-'Kniensional 
diagonal projector for t £ / where / is a finite index set with n(/) elements, all other pj 
being equal to 1.) corresponds therefore to the product state 

u^g^'Vp,'), 
•€Z 

where ufp' means the matrix product. Absorbing the n(l) factors 2 in the matrix wf V 
j 6 /, i*f! can be written as 

J = (g)u>, with U i = p{ Vi € / and u,, = u>° = '' ^ ° ) V i 6 Z \ / . 

What is tLe physical essence behind the mathematics telling us that there is an al
gebraic and measure-theoretic isomorphism between kneading the surface of a doughnut 
and shifting "classical" spins along an infinite lattice in one space dimension? The con
struction is "operational", because it is formulated entirely in the language of physical 
observables, time evolutions and states given by spatial densities. The underlying "sur
face points" of the doughnut were not used, because no physical operation will allow us 
to "measure" what is happening in a set of points (i.e. molecules) of the dough with van
ishing volume. But the algebraic and measure-theoretic aspects of observables and states 
are not the whole story of physics: pairs of points, although of volume zero, determine 
distances and therefore define the local topology on the surface of the doughnut. The 
isomorphism with the Ising lattice "inverts" these topological properties because it iden
tifies projections on very fine (vertical or horizontal) stripe sets with observables far to 
the left or right in the one-dimensional Ising lattice: The "mixing" transition to smaller 
stripes correspond to the translation to larger distances. The convergence of observables 
and states to equilibrium values means in the doughnut picture that large fluctuations on 
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small scales will be averaged out by observations described by integrable densities. In the 
•attice picture this convergence means that in the course of time, the roles of the local ob
servations and the behaviour at infinity are somehow interchanged: Initially the structure 
of an observable or a state given by a (local) perturbation of the equilibrium is concen
trated in localized regions. Outside these domains they become asymptotically trivial. If 
the time development corresponds t«> a shift, then the "structured" part of observables 
and states will diffuse out to a certain side of infinity for sufficiently large (positive or 
negative) times, whereas the trivial parts will flow in from the other direction of infinity. 
It is clear that, in quantum theory, time evolution will not yield arbitrarily fine stripe 
sets in phase space (because the uncertainly relation will not allow volumes smaller than 
h) but in the "rescaled" topology of the lattice, a generalization to z. noncommutative 
quantum system is possible. 

1.4 The One-Dimensional "Heisenberg" Magnet and the GNS 
Construction 

The "Ising representation" of the classical mixing system on the surface of the doughnut 
can easily be generalized to a quantum mechanical system of particles with spin 1/2 at 
fixed positions on a one-dimensional lattice Z. The commutative algebra A of observables 
is replaced in this case by the infinite tensor product 

ß = (g)A/,2 

i€Z 

where M? = M2 is the nonabelian C*-algebra of complex 2 x 2 matrices. A general el
ement of A/, can be written as Yl%o o, <*, where a, are complex numbers, a\ is the 
unit matrix 1, and £, are the Pauli matrices. B is not commutative and its orthogonal 
projections, i.e. the elements with P = P* = P*, will in general not give a projection 
when multiplied, because P\P2P\P2 (with P, = P' = Pf, i= 1,2) has only the projector 
property if one can interchange the order of the inner factors. Noncommuting projection 
oberservables correspond to "incompatible" yes-no-experiments, for example, measure
ments of the spin projections along different directions in space. If Px and P2 fulfil the 
"inclusion relation" P\P2 = P\ analogous to the classical case they commute because 
PXP2 = />, = p* s P}P; = P2PV Inclusion thus defines a partial order />, C P2 in the 
class of projections. The projections in a general C'"-algebra can always be represented 
as a collection of closed subspaces of a Hubert space. For two projections /*, and P2 the 
intersection of the corresponding subspaces defines a "maximal" projector P (with re
spect to the order given by inclusion) contained both in Pt and P2. P can be represented 
algebraically by l i m n _ 0 o ( f > i / J 2 / > , ) n = I im n _ 0 0 ( / ' ; j / , | / , 2) n . This limit will in general not 
exist in norm but only an a weak one in an appropriate representation induced by the 
state. 

On B we define a time automorphism a in a way completely analogous to the baker 
transformation (acting as a left shift on the corresponding Ising lattice) by setting 

o ( ® f l i ) = ® * i . *>, = a , + i i 
<eZ icz 
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on the set of product vectors in B which span B linearly. To generalize the notion of 
classical densities on the torus (giving zero weight to sets of volume zero) wc consider, 
for the moment, only states over B which are limits of "local" perturbations of the tracial 
equilibrium state 

u>° corresponds, for the classical Ising lattice, to the uniform distribution on the torus 
and is, in any case a state invariant under the time automorphism a given by the lattice 
transformation. Whereas ir the doughnut example w° is the only invariant state, we can 
generalize the translation invariant statrs on the Ising lattice allowing products of the 
type 

corresponding to different temperatures T — \/ß. On the surface of the doughnut, u;(<3) 

will not be given by a density function p with respect to the "normal" volume element 
4i(A). 

In the classical doughnut system we have noticed that the algebra A (which was the 
closure of AQ(S) where S was generated by the "stripe sets") was a very nice object to 
define the equivalence to the Ising lattice, but not rich enough to contain all "natural" 
observables (like the characteristic function v A or. the triangle {{x,y) 6 T2\0 < x < y). 
The "natural" and "universal" algebra of observables was the von Neumann algebra 
/»""(T2) consisting of all "weak" limit points with respect to states u>p specified by density 
function p. 

We will formulate now this amplification of a C*-algebra C to a von Neumann algebra 
Cw induced by a class of states (which are local "perturbations" of an equilibrium state w 
invariant under the time automprormm o) in a very general way which is not dependent 
on the cornmutativity of C. We have seen that already in the classical Ising lattice there 
is at least a one-parameter family of "equilibrium" states uA ß 6 R, 0 < ß < oo, which 
are invariant under the time evolution a. We choose therefore an arbitrary a-invariant 
state u> which we assume to be faithful (i.e. u(a'a) = 0 implies a = 0). With the help 
of w, a nondegenerate scalar product can be defined on C by (a\b) :— v(a*b) V a, b 6 C. 
Completing C in the norm given by the "length" Ju(ama) of a vector (this norm is 
"smaller" than the C'-norm) we get an Hubert space Hu, in which C, being closed in the 
C*-norm, is a dense subspacc (with respect to the vector norm given by u>). In general, 
H* will be Urictly larger than C. For the doughnut example, Hw is given by ^(T7) if 
u> = u;0, the only a-invariant state over A. 

We can represent the elements of C as bounded operators on H„ by denning fl^fo)^) = 
\a • b) V a, b € C on a dense set; by uniform boundedness, IIw(a) c?.n be extended to the 
whole of Hw. The vector state given by the (already normalized) vector 11) € Hu coincides 
with u> itseif, because (1)11 (̂0)1) = (l|a) = u/(l • a). Often we will write |1) = \il) to 
emphasize its relation to u>. All other normalized elements of %w yield vector states; on 
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the dense set C they are given by 

ihm /„MM l - W f l&> "(b'ab) Mnar 

If u; is a tracial state (i.e. *>(ab) = u(ba), which is e.g. always the case if C is commutative) 

ujfrab) _ u;(6&'q) 
u;(6-6) " u/(66») * 

In the classical doughnut example, C = A, Hu = I'CT2) if w = u/°, and (66*)(A) is a 
nonnegative element of I 1 (7^), i.e. a normalized density with respect to the equilibrium 
state w°. 

We define now the von Neumann algebra Cw as the weak closure of IT,,(.4). It coincides 
with the strong closure and can be characterized by the double commutant UU(A)". (The 
commutant C of a C*-algebra C of operators on a Hubert space consists of all bounded 
operators commuting with all elements of C\ it is always weakly closed and therefore a 
von Neumann algebra.) In the doughnut case UW(A)" is simply the von Neumann algebra 
of all essentially bounded functions L°°{T2) acting as multiplication operators on L2(T2). 

We can define an operator U0 on HM by setting Ua\a) equal to \aa) V a from the 
dense set C C Hw. By uniform boundedness, Ua can be extended to the whole of Hw and 
represents there a unitary operator: 

{Uaa\Uab) = u>{(aa)'ab) = u(a{a'b)) = u(a'b) = (a\b) 

because a is a '-automorphism and w is a-invariant. U0 has always at least one eigen
vector, namely |1). tt^aa) can be represented as £/ onw(a)t/' because 

(b\Uanu(a)U;c) = {a'lb\a-a-l{c)) = u>(a~] (b) • aa'1 {c)) = u>{b • a{a) • c) = {b\Tl„(aa)c). 

In the doughnut case (Uaa)(X) = (ao)(A) = a(BX) so that a'p = \{U;a)(\)\2 = po B'x 

gives the correct dual transformation of the densities. The temporal evolution of the state 
a —• u(b"ab) in the Schrodinger picture is given by 

amu>{b'ab) = u(b*a{a)b) = « ( a - 1 {bm)ao"1 (b)) 

because u> was assumed to be o-invarian* If it is, in addition, tracial, a'w(bb'a) is given 
by w(a-1(&&*)a), the density operator 66* being transformed with a"1. 

1.5 Generalization of the "Heisenberg" Magnet to the Fermi 
System 

As remarked in the introduction the physical example we have in mind is a Fermi system 
in the thermodynamic limit. This Fermi system is described by creation and annihilation 
operators «*(/), a(g) satisfying 

W(f)A9)U = (f\9) 9eL\R") or geP{Z"). 
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L2(R*') or ^(Z") are separable Hubert spaces. Therefore we can find an orthonormal 
basis {g„ii € Z}. For fixed i we can represent 

flt(Si)=(o o ) a n d «<*>=(? 1) 
Evidently they satisfy the antirommutation relations. For a pair (i, j) with i < j we can 
find a representation 

• • w - ( : : W 2 i ) 

Generalization of this procedure yields 

«*<*)« ® 1*0 (J J) ® »J. 
It can easily be checked that by linearity all anticommutation relations are satisfied. Tak
ing the norm limit of all finite products we get a C-algebra as we did for the Heisenberg 
magnet. The important fact is that independent of the special choice of the orthogonal 
basis we end up with the same C*-algebra. On this C'"-algebia we can define the tracial 
state in complete analogy to the Heisenberg magnet by 

" • & ( * * ) , 
so that 

^U)a(g)) = \_{f\g). 

(Take g0 — rr~r.9o, 9\ = 777—1—T7v—ü) "" w e ^ , a v e a F e r m i lattice system in mind, so 
|U7|| 11/ ~ (yol/)0o|| 

that g € ^(Z") the natural choice for g, = 6xt. Then the left shift aa(jj) = a(j,_,) is 
quite analogous to the shift for the Heisenberg magnet. But we will see in the sequel how 
the above con'ribution allows us to consider more general time evolutions, and study 
their mixing behaviour. 

1.6 The Temporal Evolution of States Restricted to Subalge-
bras 

To conclude this chapter, we want to consider the problem of coarse-grained observations 
defined by restricting the state u; to a C'-subalgebra. As a (classical) example, we allow 
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only observ&bles on the surface of the doughnut which are functions of x aione and 
do not depend on y. In the Ising lattice picture, these observables form the algebra 
^ j 0 l which is a C"-subalgebra of the full algebra A = AX & Ay. We can define a 
conditional expectation Px : A —* Az by cutting away the right half of the product. In 
the original doughnut picture, Px would correspond to a map L°°(T2) —» L°°(Tl) defined 
by ( /*/)(*) — Jo /(*>y)^V- Although the automorphism a given by ihe left shift on 
At ® A, leaves iA* invariant (where %AZ = Ax ® 1„ is the embedding of Az in A), it 
does not g've an automorphism of iA* becaus; a is not surjective on iA, (and a~l not 
injective). 

If a/, is a state over A = Ax ® Av we define its restriction uCr to Ax, where px is a 
density in Ll(Tx), by setting 

P'xu0l ^u>poiPx, 

i.e. 

J px{x)a(x,y)dxdy = J p(x,y)(J a[x,y)dy)dxdy = J a(x,y)(l p[x,y)dy)dxdy. 

pr(x) is therefore given by /„' p(x,y)dy. 
To define a time evolution 7(0*) on the set of rrstricted states which is generated by 

the time development a* (in the Schrödingcr picture) of the states over the full algebra 
A — Ax ® Ay we set 

P'f(a')uPs = (a'u}„)oiPx 

and obtain 

Jl{a')p,{x)a{x,y)dxdy = J p(B~l(x,y)) • (J a[x, y)dy)dxdy = 

*r j(f\{B-\x,y))dy)a{x,y)dxdy 

which gives 
^a')px=l-(pxlX-) + px(l-±l)). 

Thus 7(0*)p x is a functional of pz itself. Replacing c by Q - 1 , i((a~lY)px is not uniquely 
specified by pt alone. 

2 Mixing Properties 
Definition (2.1) A time invariant state over an algebra A with time automorphism 
a -* at(a) = at V a € A is called mixing if 

lim u(atb) = u>(a}u)(b) Vc, 6 6 . 4 . 
f-*xoo 

In §1 we have already introduced the concept of the GNS representation of A, hi which 
the state can be written as u»(a) = (n|a|fJ), and h« •• also discussed that over the cor
responding Hubert space we can find a unitary operatoi Ut tha'i implements the time 
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automorphisms such that Uta\Q) = at\Q), Ut\Q) = \Q) and a, = UtaU'. We will further 
assume that the state is faithful, i.e. that for a > 0 u>(a) = 0 => a = 0. In the finite 
dimensional case, where u; corresponds to a density matrix p, this is equivalent to the 
statement that p is invertible. Therefore 

ijj(ab) = TV pab = Tr p(p~lbp)a = Tr p(Ti(b)a = u;(<r,(6)a) 

with cTj(fe) = p~lbp is a well defined operator, the analytic continuation of the modular 
automorphism group ot(b) = p^bp''*. For the infinite algebra for faithful states Oi{b) still 
is well denned, though it may become <ui unbounded operator, but that does not cause 
real trouble. The important observation that operator- can be brought from the right 
to the left inside of the expectations values without producing uncontrolled singularities 
remains valid [6,7]. 

Using this explicit representation we will show that mixing implies weak convergence 
of all states to the equilibrium state and even more of all observables to their thermal 
expectation value: 

Proposition (2.2) If wis a faithful normal time invariant state over a von Neumann 
algebra A the following is equivalent: 

(i) a; is mixing, 

(ii) limj_±oo v(at) = w(o) V a € A and v a normal state over A, 

(iii) w-lim»_±00 at — u>(a)l V a 6 A, 

(iv) w-linv, ± 0 0£/, = |n)(fi|. 

Proof: 

(i) => (ii) 3 be A with v(a) = w(afc), w(6) = «/(l) = 1. 

lim u(at) = limu;(ö<6) = u;(a)u;(b) = u(a). 

(ii) =• (Hi) 

lim(il|6a,c|fi) = lim(n!^(c)6«,|n) = (fi|a,(c)6|fi)(fiK|fi) = {il\bc\(l)(Sl\a\n). 

(iii) =*• (iv) 

lim(fl|6t/,c|fi) = lim(fl|6c<|ft) 

= (il\b\Q)(il\c\Q) V6,c,€.4 

= (imiftXnicn) CA, 6H* dense in H. 

(iv) => (i) 
lim u>(abt) = (n|at/(6|fi) = (n|a|n>{n|6|ft). 
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Remarks (2.3) 

1. Obviously (2.2) implies that the equilibrium state (remember for the von Neumann 
algebra) is unique. 

2. Strong convergence of the observables is impossible because a, —• u>(a) would imply 
aj -• tjj(a2) = w(a)2. But w(a2) - u>(a)2 = u?((a — w(a))2) = 0 implies a = u>(a). 

3. The convergence of observables to c-numbers means that for large times the system 
becomes weakly asymptotically abelian, i.e. 

w- limfa,, b] = 0. 

4. Since weak and strong topologies coincide when restricted to unitaries or projections 
no unitary operator (or projector) ^ 1 from A can converge to a unitary operator 
(or projector). 

5. If one prefers the Schrödinger picture to the Heisenberg picture, one may use in (ii) 

"«(a) = "( at)-

We illustrate the above Proposition by examples. 

Examples (2.4) 

1. W* • ant to check (2.2.Ü) for the baker transformation. Here 

"(o.) = //»(*, y)/(B*x, ffy)dxdy 

and we have 
ton u{at) = J p(x,y)dxdy J f(x,y)dxdy 

because, as discussed in §1, 

w- lim f{Btx,Dty)=l- If(x,y)dxdy. 
»—•±00 J 

2. We consider the spin system A = ®£?1 0 0 A/2 together with the tracial state. Any 
other state can be v ritten 

i/(a'a) = u>(bat) 

for some b 6 A. We may assume that 

*€ ® 1 ® M2

t <g) 1, 
t=-k~\ (s-k Uk+l 

and the same for a. Then 
- 3 0 Jk+7 03 

o 2 * + , a € ( g ) l <g) Mj <g) 1 
tmk l-k+\ twlk+3 

and therefore 
i/(a 2 f c + ,a) = u(b)u(a). 
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3. A more general example is provided by the quasifree fermions that are built by 
creation and annihilation operators a'(/), a(g) satisfying [<»*(/)> a(</)]+ = (/Is)-
Let the time evolution be given by 

ata(f) = a(eiHtf) 

where in momentum space we have the Fourier transform / 

( c .^/)(p) = e"<"»7(p) with e'(p) / OVp. 

We consider quasifree states u\ invariant under at, i.e. those states that are deter
mined by the two point function 

*{a\f)aig)) = J~f{p)g(p)p(p)dp 

with 0 < p(p) < 1. When we moan either a or a\ we write a1. A general expec
tation value u(Y\al(g,) can be written as linear combination of terms of the form 
nw(a t(5i)a(5 i)). Then typically 

i W ( / i W / a ) ) = 
Z,u,([[a\gt)a<(e'HtfMe'H,f2)) = 

where we used the fact that u> is quasifree. The contributions of the first part are 
of the form 

J9(p)f(p)eit{p)tp{p)dp 

and go to zero according to Riemann-Lebesgue's lemma. Only the contributions 
containing v(a*{t:'H,fi)a(e,Htf2)) = u?(o;iat(/i)a(/J)) are time invariant and remain, 
so that 

Wmu(at(a\fi)a(f2))) = u;(a t(/,)o(/2)). 

4. Consider in the above example a time evolution e'Ht that partly contains a point 
spectrum. Then the corresponding contribution 

u>(aHgt)aAfi)) = e,Vu>( «'(*)«(/<)) 

is periodic in time and therefore not convergent. Of course, the invariant mean still 
would give zero, except if A* = 0. 

5. We can also consider bosons. Here (<**(/), 0(0)]- = (f\g) and as a consequence 
a*(/) and a{g) are unbounded operators. If we pass to the Weyl operators W(f) = 
exp[i(a*(f) + a(/))) the system is again well defined. Quasifree states arc now given 
by 

u,(a{f)aHg)) = J g(p)f(p)p{p)dp 
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with p(p) > 1. The analysis remains unchanged, only that we have to be more 
careful with Riemann-Lebesgue, and singularities in p(p) may destroy the argument. 
This in fact happens for Bose condensation p(p) — _ _ . -• oo for p —» 0, 
and the Bose condensate remains invariant in time. 

Since the normal states over the von Neumann algebra A are only local perturbations 
of the equilibrium u> it does not seem surprising that u> wins out once the perturbation has 
gone away. However, we can make a mixing statement which involves only the observables 
provided we have a suitable invariant state [11-13]. 

Proposition (2.5) If a von Neumann algebra A has a faithful mixing state ui then V 
a, b 6 A exists T G R + such that atb ? 0 V \t\ > T. 

Remark (2.6) Intuitively (2.5) means that the support of a gets spread out in time 
such that it eventually overlaps with the support of every other observable. 

Proof of (2.5) o,6 = 0 <* b'a'tatb = 0. Now 

lim w(b'a'atb) = u}(b'b)u>(a'a). 

Since u) is faithful, both factors are > 0 and therefore there must be T such that a,b jt 0 
V \t\ > T. Again we illustrate the Proposition with 

Examples (2.7) 

1. We examine the baker transformation. Wc write a = £ a n F n , fc = 5Z bnPn, Pn some 
projections corresponding to rectangles and assume that only a finite number of 
projections is necessary, i.e. a and b are fixed by their values in a finite number of 
rectangles. Then 

a*a6=S>6„a*(/>,)/V 
For k sufficiently large ak{Pi)Pn = Qtn ^ 0 and the?«? projection operators are 
linearly independent. 

2. For the shift we assume 

M € <§ 1 (g> M? <g) 1. 
te-oc t=-k tmk+\ 

Then a2k+la and b belong to different parts of the tensor product and therefore 
||ar2**'*1a • fc|| = ||a|| • ||6||. For the Fermi lattice system the multiplication with ol 

does not change the argument. 
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We look now for some uniformity in mixing. Strict uniformity is in contradiction with 
the group property of the time evolution: 

Assume V a £ A, e > 0, 3 T such that 

Mai,) - w(oM*)l < «"IHI V6 6 -4, t with \t\>T. 

But take b = a^ta. Then u»(a2) - w(a)2 < e||a|| V e or a = *;(a)l. We have to restrict the 
allowed class of operators 6. Clearly the clustering is uniform over finite subalgebras, but 
for some systems it is uniform even over suitable infinite subalgebras. In this case some 
of the weak convergence properties can be strengthened to strong convergence. 

Definition (2.8) A dynamical system (A, at) is called a A'-system »f there exists some 
subalgebra AQC A such that 

(i) atAo D Ao V t > 0, 

(») V£o««Mo) = A 

('») Ar=°o <*t(A>) = Al, "triviality of the tail". 

Here A V B means the algebra generated by A and 6 and A A B their intersection. We 
can assume t 6 Z or t 6 R. 

Examples (2.9) 

1. In the introduction we have discussed in detail the baker transformation. A possible 
choice for the algebra Ao is Ay - {/(y)}. Then o~'/(y) = /(2y) and therefore 

- 0 0 

J\ anAo = {/(j/); f(y) periodic in y with period 2 ' n for all n > 0} = {cww/}. 

Therefore (2.8.iii) is satisfied. On the other hand, 

a / ( » ) - / ( | ) ^ - * ) + / (5 + | W x - i ) . 

Continuing to o n we notice that the strips in x corresponding to the products 
o/(y), . . .o n / (y) become finer and finer and eventually any measurable function 
can weakly be approximated by functions built from o*/(y), k <n, which proves 
(ii). Notice that Ao can also be chosen differently. Start with some function f(x,y) 
and define Äo = {VöS aV(*>J')}- Evidently Äo C oÄo- But a genera] theorem 
tells us that A ^ o 0 " « ^ — Al. The proof is based on the observation that f{x,y) 
is nearly in some anAo, so Äo is almost C An, and in the abelian case this approxi-
m ion suffices to show that Anä° BÄ> ' s arbitrarily close to An -A), «o it is trivial. 
Furthermore, one finds that unless / = const, anf, n € Z, generates all measurable 
functions. So the special choice of Ao is not really critical. 
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2. The generalization to the infinite tensor product of spins with the shift as au
tomorphism is rather trivial, once we have realized the equivalence of the baker 
transformation with the Bernoulli shift. We choose 

•4)= <g) A//<§)1,,... amAo= <g) A/,2 (g) I D A 

Evidently V£Lo ° nA> = -A- The triviality of the tail also follows easily if we define 
the algebra with the appropriate care, namely consisting of those operators that 
can be strongly approximated by 

« k € ® l ® J M l t . . . ® J I ? <g> I - -
/=-oo (=k+l 

3. The shift on the Fermi lattice system 
The problem is very similar to example 2. The only difference comes from the 
fact that odd elements (products of an odd number of creation and annihila+:on 
operators) of A have to be approximated by 

a k € ® a,*(g)A/!k...<g>A/*2 § 1 . . . . 
<=-*> /=t+i 

Again we deal with a K-system. 

4. The continuous Fermi system with quasifree evolutions 
Here we consider the algebra of creation and annihilation operators with an evo
lution ata(f) = a(U,f). If U is the shift, i.e. if U,f{p) = eiptj[p), we have the 
continuous version of example 3. In this case t 6 R does not really make a differ
ence, we take Ao — V/(x)=o,r>oa(/) a**d again we have a A'-system. So we might try 
to transform the Fermior.s with some quasifree evolution by an isomorphism into 
the Fermi system with the shift. But first this need not be possible, and second it 
seems worthwhile to study the system without this detour, because then we learn 
something about the delicacy of the tail. 

Inspired by the remark how to find Ä\ for the baker transformation we pick some 
/ and define 

where Ho is the Hubert space spanned by £/*/> * — 0, —1, Similarly Hn is 
the Hubert space spanned by (/*/, fr = n,n - 1,.... Evidently H\ D Ho and so 
A\ * QAQ 3 Ao- But we have to check that Hx ? Ho and K£,Hn = {0}. Let us 
for a moment consider the continuous group of the shift and start with f(p) = c'*3. 
Then 

K = {g;F,{x) = jUp)^'e^dp = OVx < 0}. 
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Fg(x) is entire in x and since = 0 for r < Ü, so it is V i 6 R. Its Fourier transform 
too is = 0 and therefore g = 0. So 7{j = {0} and Hz — H V x and we do not have 
any increase or decrease properties of Ao. Thus in contradistinction to example 1, 
Ao cannot be constructed with an arbitrary / , at least not for a continuous group 
though for the shift an appropriate AQ exists. Let us therefore turn to a discret 
sequence. Then 

A W » = {*sup{0 | / ) = l V n } . 
n-0 iOiK 

This intersection is empty iff 

lim sup \{gW~nh)\ = 0 V<7 € H. 
n~°°*=i:;1>*<-'v.ii'>ii=i 

We shall show in the Appendix that in fact now we succeed provided the spectrum 
of U is absolutely continuous and we choose / appropriately, where the restrictions 
on / become stronger the smaller we choose the unit of the time interval. Thus if 
the Hamiltonian has ?ome absolutely continuous spectrum we can at least construct 
a sub-A'-system. 

5. In all considerations on the underlying one particle spate ihe statistics did not really 
enter. Therefore we may also consider bosons with quasifree evolution, for example, 
phonons with absolutely continuous spectrum. We get a A'-system, provided we stay 
as in (2.4.5) away from bose condensat ion. Otherwise the condensate will contribute 
to the tail. 

We shall now consider how mixing is improved for a A'-system. 

Theorem (2.10) If u> is an invariant slate over a A'-systcm. then it is A'-mixing, which 
means V e > C, a & A 3 T such that 

\u{atb) - u[a)u{b)\ < e\\b\\ VbeAo,t>T. 

Remarks (2.11) 

1. Because of the group property of at a similar statement holds V b € A,> = oy(.4o) 
for any t' € R. Therefore A'-mixing implies mixing. 

2. For A being the quasilocal algebra in quantum field theory and a the shift this 
uniform clustering has been deduced by Powers [14 ] from the quasilocal structure. 
Araki gave a seemingly strengthened version with ||6|| replaced by w(6,fe)1^3. 

3. A A'-system is mixed by the time evolution in such a way that the only time 
invariant elements are multiples of the identity. One can even show that there 
are no other time invariant finite stibalgebras. On the other hand, there may be 
infinite time invariant subalgebras. In particular, the tensor product of two K-
systems is again a A'-system. If (A. a. Ay) and [B,fl, $,) satisfy (2.10) so does 
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(A <8> ß, a ® ß, Ao ® B0). This splittability opens the possibility that a quasifree 
time evolution gives a /^-system though it can be considered as the product of 
independent parts. 

For the proof of (2.10) we need [15,16,8] 

Lemma (2.12) In the GNS representation of (A-, a,) with u> define a family of projec
tions by 

PtH„=At\Q), 

then the /f-properties (2.6) are equivalent to 

(i) P,=-at(Po)>PoVt>0, 

(ii) st-lim,_0 0P, = 1, 

(iii) st-linwoo Pt = |n)(«|. 

Proof: (i) is obvious and for (ii) or (iii) remember that if the family Pt converges weakly 
to a projector Q it does so strongly since 

(+\{Pt - Q){Pt - Q)\+) = ( W O - Q) + Q(Q - Pt)\+)-
(ii) follows since V« At = A implies that for every vector |0) € Hw and e > 0 3 a, e At 

for some t with |||0) — a«|n)f| < e. For (iii) consider a weak limit point of Pta\ii). It must 
be in ASJAjO) which (iii) states to be |ft). Thus 

p,a|n) - |n)(n|a|ft) Vae>* 
and weak convergence on a dense set suffices for our claim. 

Remarks (2.13) 
1. The Pt cannot belong to A, projections from A cannot converge to projections. 

2. P0 converts weak convergence of vectors from H^ to strong convergence for t —* — oo 
and 1 — /o does so for t -* oo. (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to 

st- lim(1 - P0)U,a\tt) = 0 Va € A, st- Jim P0Uta\Q) = |nM<i) Va 6 A. 

Since Po\tt) = |ß) this does not contradict w-lim«,.*«, Ut = |ß)(ß|. 

Procf of (2.10) V 6 € AQ we have 

u;(c,6) * {Cl\oU,P0b\n) = {Q\aP.tU,b\il). 

Now (2.9.iii) means V e 3 T such that 

| |(n|a/>_ (-w(a)|n)||<e V i > T and \\Utb\il)\\ = u>(W) , / 3 < \\b\\. 

Thus 
\u>{atb) -u>(a)u;(6)| < e\\b\\ Vb€Ao,t>T. 
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Remarks (2.14) 

1. (2.7) implies that a K-system can have only one invariant state. 

2. Every normal state v over A can be written i/(6) = v(ab) with some a 6 A and 
the time evolution of the state is i/,(6) = i/(6<) — u>(a6,) = w(a_,6). Thus (2.7) 
is equivalent to the statement that every state when restricted to AQ converges 
strongly to w for t —» —oo. (For t —» oo it does so only weakly.) 

3 The Entropy Increase 
J. von Neumann proposed for the entropy of a state given by a density matrix p 

S(p)=-Trp\np, (3.1) 

and this famous expression can be singled out by a few plausible axioms. It does not 
change under a unitary time evolution p -* UtpU* = p, and it will become infinite by 
passing to a thermodynamic limit. One might argue that the total entropy of an infinite 
system is a useless notion and only the entropy density or the information contained in 
a subsystem has physical significance. The entropy 5(u>|u) of the state u restricted to a 
subalgebra B can change with time but it might increase or decrease. This corresponds to 
the fact that a subsystem may exchange energy with the rest. As one learns in thermo
dynamics in this situation the entropy need not increase. Instead the second law requires 
the free energy to decrease [17,18]. The difference of the free energies of a state p and an 
equilibrium state u divided by the temperature is given by the relative entropy 

S(v\p) = Trp(lnp-\nu>) (3.2) 

since for u> = e~0*H~F-) it becomes ß Tr pH — S(p) — ßFu. Thus the second law requires 

S{v\pt) < 5Mp P ) Vi>r'. (3.3) 

Araki has generalized the definition (3.2) for states over von Neumann algebra such that 
(3.3) can also be discussed in the relevant context of infinite systems where there is no 
density matrix. In general, Araki's definition requires the relative modular operator [7,19] 
but in the case of a lattice system it can be expressed in simple terms. If A is a finite 
volume in space and A = As ® -4A« then u/p^ and p ^ are given by density matrices 
and (3.2) can be applied. If An is an increasing sequence of volumes with V„ A„ = all of 
space then the As lead in (3.2) to a monotonic sequence and 

S(u>\p) = Jim 5 (u ;p , A > M A J . 

However, even in finite dimensions S(u\p) may be infinite (take /) = { L J, u> = 

( n n )) '^° a v o ' ^ these difficulties we shall assume 3 A,,2 6 R with \xp <u>< \ip. 

Then we get some nice behaviour of S(u\p) which we quote without proof [7,19]. 
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Property of the relative entropy (3.4) Restricted to states with Xxp <u>< X2p 

(i) S(u> o 7|/> 0 7 ) < ?(u>j/>) for every Schwarz positive map B —* A. (i.e. f(a'a) > 
fm(a)f(a). ui o 7, /1 o 7 are then states over B. Typical examples of completely 
positive maps are automorphisms, embeddings and conditional expectations.) 

(ii) S(u»\p) is weakly lower semicontinuous. 

(iii) S(u\p) is strongly continuous. 

(iv) S(«\p)>±\\u>-p\\*. 
For the question of the second law (3.4) has the following consequences: 

Corollaries (3.5) 

(i) If 7 has a right inverse 7 0 7 , = 1 which is Schwarz positive, then S(w o f\p 07) = 
S(u\p) since then 5(w|/>) = 5(wo 7 o 7 I | /JO 7 07,) < S{ui 0 -j\po 7). In particular, 
if ß = A and 7 an automorphism, then 5(u?)/>) does not change. Thus for the total 
system there is no change in free energy. Btt also a con-Jit onal expectation does 
not change S since the inclusion is the right inverse. 

(ii) The semicontinuity means if u.-, — u^ and pt — px, then S^o^p^) < 
liminf S(ui,\p,). We know that the existence of a faithful mixing state w implies 
that all states converge weakly to w. But since S{*J\U;) = 0 this weak semicontinu
ity tells nothing since S(ui\p) > 0 for all states. This is in accordance with (i) since 
S(ui,\pt) does not change with time and does not converge to zero. 

(iii) The strong continuity tells us that S(vj\p,)\Ao converges to zero for t —• - 0 0 . On 
the other hand, S(LJ\P,)]AO = S M M i * , = S M / » ) M , and A, D At. V t > t' gives 
an inclusion it,? : At *— At- such that 

SM/>)n,, = S{u\Al oit,f\p\A, oi«r) < S(u>\A,\p\A,) = S{u\p)]At. 

Thus Sfalp,)^ increases monotonically with t from zero to S(u)\p)iA<)t=A. 

(iv) Property (iv) gives the converse to (iii) namely there is no hope that the free energy 
of p converges to the one of u> unless p converges strongly to UJ. 

(v) For finite algebras Aj all topologies coincide and therefore 

Thus there is no monotonicity in this case and there is also no possibility that pt\A/ 

evolves according to a semigroup of Schwarz positive maps since this would imply 
monotonicity. 

Summarizing we can say the following. For finite subalgebras the free energy ap
proaches its equilibrium value for both t —> +00 and t -* - 00 . For some infinite sub-
ahrebras it behaves monotonically, going on one side to its minimal, on the other to its 
maximal value. 
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Remarks (3.6) 

1. By finite algebra we mean that it has as linear space a finite basis. As set it has 
infinitely many elements. An example would be the Fermi algebra generated by the 
aj with a finite number of / ' s . Roughly speaking this corresponds classically to a 
compact region in phase space which has a finite volume when measured in units 
ofÄ. 

2. Even the casual reader will notice at this point that we proved exactly the opposite 
of what we wanted, namely that the free energy of AQ increases rather than de
creases. However, at this point everything is reversible and we have not yet specified 
whether the physical time corresponds to at or o . ( . In fact, classically for every 
A'-system (A,at) also (*4,a_,) is a A-system. This is obvious because one charac
terization of a A-system is the positivity of the dynamical entropy h(a, B) of every 
nontrivial subalgebra B. h will be discussed subsequently but we shall only mention 
here k(a~l,B) = h(ayB) which proves our claim. In the pure quantum case where 
A has no center one can argue as follows: Denote by Bn the relative commutant of 
A. , B = {a € A : [a, A ] = 0} then 

(i) An D A» <* Bn C Bm V n > m, 

(") VnAn=A=*^Sn = zl, 

(iii) AnA, = l = * V n t f „ : = ß C A 

Thus there is at least a sub-A-system with contracting rather than expanding 
subalgebras. The free energy of B0 is actually converging to its equilibrium value 
for t -* +oo. 

Example (3.7) We consider over the spin-algebra A = <8>£-oo Mj2* a product state 
P — &S-00 Pi where the pi are given by the following density matrices: 

" = ( 1 / 2 I / 2 ) V | , | > m ' Ä = s ( r ' 1 - r . ) V | , | ^ m -

The trace state u; is of the form 

u;= <g)u-„ u;,= f , / 2

 l j 2 \ V.6Z. 

When restricted to the subalgebra A/,j = ®?** MJ9* we have 

F:= S ^ J p u . J » £ (ln2 + r,lnr i + ( l - r , ) l n ( l - r , ) ) = - £ 7 . , 
l > - f f l V t I 

if a V b (rcsp. a Ab) designate the bigger (resp. the smaller) of two integers. If the time 
evolution a, is the shift atAkj = A + I J + I we get 

fxmAj+i 

Ft •= S{*\a,A>Jp\a,A>.,) = £ 7.-
i«-mV*+« 
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Since 7i > 0 one notices 

(i) If k and j are finite, lim,_ ± O 0 Ft = 0. 

(ii) If k = -oo, j < oo, then lim,,..«, F, = 0, l im t ^ + 0 0 Ft = F. 

(iii) If j = oo, k > -oo, then l im^.» F, = F, lim,_ + O 0 F, = 0. 

Thus for the expanding algebra (with Jfc = -oo) we get the unphysical time dependence 
and for the contracting algebra (j = oo) the physical one for the free energy. Actually in 
the present case F is S(u>)—S(p) since the tracial state corresponds to BH = 0. The reason 
for this behaviour is the following: What decreases the entropy below its equilibrium value 
are the correlations in the state />, w being the most chaotic state. Only these observabies 
which can feel the correlations have an entrop> below the maximum. Thus the entropy 
reaches its maximal value whenever the algebra, has left the region with correlations. This 
happens for the contracting or finite algebra if t -* oo. On the other hand, the expanding 
algebra eventually sees all correlations and thus gets an entropy below the equilibrium 
entropy. Similarly for the more physical time evolution of the continuous system (2.9.4) 
we get an entropy increase for the aj's with /'s corresponding to outgoing waves. Ingoing 
waves show an entropy decrease since they will reach the regions where the correlations 
are located. Generally one can say that in a deterministic time evolution correlations 
cannot disappear and therefore the entropy should not increase. However they become 
less accessible and unless one is specially equipped one loses them out of sight. This 
means that for a finite subalgebra the entropy will approach its equilibrium value. 

So far the entropy incease was a transient phenomenon and it stops once the state has 
returned to equilibrium. One can also define a perpetual entropy increase in a stationary 
state by the following consideration. The decrease of —S(u\A.mn\p\A_amn) with increasing 
n means only that the entropy of p\A_m. does not increase as much as the entropy u^A_„n • 
This change of the entropies sounds strange because S(u^A_atn^,1) = S(uoayi_ttn) and 5 
was invariant under an automorphism a. However, since the entropy of an infinite system 
is infinite, these expressions do not mean much and we have to define the entropy increase 
by the limit Jb - • -co of 5(wn*,,+ I) - S fw^J . More generally, one might attempt to 
give the following definition of this so-called dynamical entropy of a subalgebra B 

hu(a,B) = Km (S(U.^M B) - 5(w,w- >g). 

It would lead us too far to explain when this expression is well defined and how one can 
improve it if it is not [20,21]. In any case we have a mathematically well-defined quantity 
Aw(a, B) which measures the information gained about B by another observation after one 
time unit. Albeit the deterministic time evolution the system has lost part of its memory 
about B and if lim».,,» hv(an, B) - S[uf\B) then this means that after a long time the 
memory loss was 100% and one gains maximal information by a new observation. It turns 
out that for abelian algebras A the /f-properties are equivalent to 

limU<*w,*)=S("|a) BC A. 
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One can also define in quantum theory entropic A'-systems by the requirement that the 
memory loss of every subalgebra be 100% 122]. Generally this condition is not equivalent 
to the assumption that we are dealing with an algebraic A'-system: There are noncommu-
tati"e algebraic A'-systems which are not entropic A'-systems but they contain entropic 
A'-subsystems [20]. 

4 Conclusions 
Our findings so far can be summarized by the following logical implications between the 
various properties: 

mixing <£=> all states conveige weakly to equilibrium 

it _ 
A'-mixing <=> ail states restricted to suitable subalgebras converge strongly 

to equilibrium 

Z 
The entropy of suitable subalgebras converges for all states 
monotonically to its equilibrium value 

t 
The memory loss is !00% for all finite subalgebras 

In the quantum case the last equivalence requires some additional assumptions. 
So far we have t r nslated the concept of mixing and of a A-system from the classi

cal theory to the quantum theory and we have shown that this in fact is possible: We 
encounter these structures provided we pass to the thermodynamic limit of an infinite 
system. The A'-properties appear in different guises. For the baker transformation mixing 
seems a deep property whereas in the form of the Bernoulli shift one might consider it as 
the trivial effect that a local perturbation diffuses to infinity and eventually cannot be 
observed any more. However, one should keep in mind that it is not necessarily a particle 
which escapes to infinity. In a system with quasi particles like phonons we have also a 
A'-automorphism as time evolution but what disappears with time are the correlations 
in the notion of the particles in the underlying cristal. This situation corresponds better 
to our picture of a motion becoming chaotic. 

/ p a r t from these examples mathematics allows us to construct other A-systems that 
are not equivalent to the shift, i.e. constructed by tensor products. Already in the clas
sical situation not every A'-system can be translated into a Bernoulli shift, but in the 
appropriate interpretation it is at least close to a Bernoulli shift. In the quantum case 
it seems that the noncommutativity makes the structure much richer. Unfortunately the 
construction of these other examples for A'-systems uses techniques that do not show any 
relations to an explicit construction of a time evolution that results from local Hamilto-
nians in the thermodynamic limit. So it is an open problem whether these systems also 
desciibe physical situations. But so far it seems that nature frequently uses possibilities 
that mathematics offers to her. 
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We turn to the complain that the really job of statistical mechanics is to explain why 
only so few thermodynamically stable states exist. For instance, examining the quasifree 
evolution of the phonons, all space translationally invariant quasifree states, i.e. those 
states that are determined by the two point functions u>(a*(p)a(q)) = w(p)6(p~ q) allow 
to define an algebraic /^-system, these states are stable in the sense that when locally 
disturbed they eventually return to u; even if w(p) is not a thermal distribution. Since 
we hardly can imagine to have better mixing properties than those of a K-system wc 
might have to look for other characteristics of disorder, either by considering a different 
algebra, containing also macroscopic observables, or allowing a randomly disturbed time 
evolution. This, in fact, was done in the concept of dynamical stability or the theory 
of passivity, where time dependent perturbations of the time evolution are taken into 
account and those states are the preferred equilibrium states for which the effect of these 
perturbations disappear in the adiabatic limit. Remarkably enough, this condition already 
singles out the equilibrium states, provided we assume some additional properties of the 
time evolution that is asymptotic abelianess and good clustering, exactly those properties 
tnat are guaranteed, if we are dealing with a A'-automorphism. 
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Appendix 
Theorem: If the unitary group R 3 I - » U(t) : H -* H has nonvoid absolutely 
continuous spectrum then there exists a / € W and 0 < Ty € R such that 

lim( sup \{g,U(k T) /> | ) = 0 V 5 6 Hand all r>Ty, 

where the subspace ft(/, r) is the linear span of {U(n • r)f\n € N U {0}}. 

Proof: In the spectral representation U(t) is represented by e , t s and if its spectrum is 
absolutely continuous, H contains a Li(d,<fz)-subspace with C c R some open interval. 
Consider / (resp. o) € L7(9,dx), \\f\\ = \\g\\ = 1, with compact support and twice (resp. 
once) differentiable. By partial integration we get no boundary terms and thus 

krMU(-kr)f) = | jf dxg-(X)f(x)^\ < Hfli + ||s'|| =: 7. (A.l) 

and 

(krf\(f\U(-kr)f) = 1 1 Jx | / ( r ) | ' |Le« k ' | < 2(||/"|| + ||/ ' | | 2) =: 72- (A.2) 

A vector / from H can be written / = TlT=ocn^(nT)f &n^ though the U(nr)f are not 
orthogonal we see from (A.2) that for sufficiently large T £ n |c„|2 < oo: Since 

6:=ElW(^)/)l<SEn 
we can make b < 1 and 

nsO m=0 0<n^m n=0 

Here we used first that with Cauchy-Schwarz 

and then ||/| | = 1. This proves 
«•0 * 

Now 
\(9\V{kr)f)\ < ( £ W 2 ) 1 / ^ W((n-rfc)T)/>| 2 ) , / 2 < T ^ f ) ( ^ T * ) ^ " = ° ^ > ' 

Thus, if 7i < oo, then 
lim sup (g\U(kr)f) = 0. 

fc-00/€W(/,r)1|l/||»l 

Now the g'% with 7 t < oo are dense in the L2(0,dz) part of H and the rest of H is 
orthogonal toH(/ , t ) -
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